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information
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The one person and place to
communicate with the
applicant(s).
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    Fax

Institution or department to administer grant funds
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Summary Less than 100 words Total amount requested in this competition $
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Applicants Put any specific information on the relevant experience or expertise of an applicant in "Other".

Name(s)
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Position

Employer

Address

CMS
Member #
Current
grants
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What you propose to do at most 40 lines
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Budget Use Tab key to navigate

Description Revenue    

CMS Endowment Grant requested

Total Revenue: $

Expenses

Total Expenses $
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Other Funding, partners, revenue potential, information on applicants such as publications or awards, at most 20
lines.

Project start date   Finish date  

When project is finished what measurements will you use to judge the quality of the outcome?
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	form1: 
	x: 
	f1: 
	f2: 0
	f3: Mathematics Learning Materials on the Web
	f4: Alan Cooper
	f5: acooper@langara.bc.ca
	f6: (604)323-5676
	f7: (604)323-5555
	f8: Langara College
	f9: 100 W 49th Ave
	f10: Martin Gerson
	f11: Vancouver BC
	f12: mgerson@langara.bc.ca
	f13: V5Y2Z6
	f14: (604)323-5259
	f15: 
	f16: (604)323-5555
	f17: 15,000
	f18: We propose to develop an indexed catalogue of freely available web-based  materials in support of mathematics education. Such materials will be  professionally reviewed, and organized in such a way as to be easily retrievable on the basis of specific topic and/or application. We will also provide an on-line repository to store reviewed material as needed. (This addresses primarily item#3 and incidentally #4 and #1 in the CMS  Statement of Purpose.)
	f19: Alan Cooper
	f20: Eric Woolgar
	f21: 
	f22: acooper@langara.bc.ca
	f23: ewoolgar@math.ualberta.ca
	f24: 
	f25: instructor
	f26: FSO Lab Coordinator
	f27: 
	f28: Langara College
	f29: University of Alberta
	f30: 
	f31: 100 W 49th Ave
	f32: CAB632
	f33: 
	f34: Vancouver BC
	f35: University of Alberta
	f36: 
	f37: V5Y2Z6
	f38: Edmonton, AB
	f39: 
	f40: 
	f41: T6G 2G1
	f42: 
	f43: 
	f44: 
	f45: 
	f46: 05702
	f47: 005807
	f48: 
	f49: N/A
	f50: NSERC 11,550
	f51: 
	f52: We are developing a website providing links to reviewed and classified  "learning object" resources in Mathematics, with an indexing system designed to permit easy retrieval on the basis of specific topic and/or application. As well as having more detailed indexing by topic than existing sites, our  site will feature professionally reviewed material and an optional on-line  repository where such reviewed items as need it can be stored for access. We hope that in addition to giving users confidence in the material, the  recognition of quality by our reviewing process may lead to academic credit  and reward for authors. In addition to the indexing problem, one of the main challenges faced by sites of this sort is how to build sufficient volume and coverage to be useful without loss of quality control. We plan to address  this by having more than one level of review, with a preliminary basic  validation being all that is required for listing, but a higher standard of  excellence for "publication". In order to draw users to the site it will be  pre-populated with a large body of links which have already been catalogued  at Langara College.  In order to be maintainable at low cost, and without making excessive demands on reviewers, such a site must be based on building pages from a database of information that can be amended and updated by simple form entry, and the  process of validating and reviewing proposed materials should be easily  divided between a widely distributed team of referees.  Fortunately there are now several possible ways of obtaining supporting software at little or no cost. In particular we have been offered free  access to the software developed for the Bio-DiTRL project at the  University of Alberta and are presently evaluating this code. The University  of Alberta is supporting this effort with the part-time commitment of a student intern programmer and has also expressed interest in hosting the  repository on a more permanent basis.  EGC funding for the project's first year would be used to support liaison of  the working group including a workshop, possibly at the summer CMS meeting,  where the result would be demonstrated, evaluated, and promoted, and further  participants recruited for the ongoing maintenance phase. Funding for subsequent years would help pay for summer students to assist in preliminary identification of potential material and in making any design  changes that might arise out of the first year's experience.  
	f53: In kind contributions (Langara & UofA)
	f54: 
	f55: 
	f56: 
	f57: - data collection and review
	f58: 10000
	f59: 4000
	f60: 4000
	f61: - use of software
	f62: 5000
	f63: 
	f64: 
	f65: - programmer support
	f66: 5000
	f67: 
	f68: 
	f69: - web site hosting
	f70: 1000
	f71: 1000
	f72: 1000
	f73: 5000
	f74: 5000
	f75: 5000
	f76: 26000
	f77: 10000
	f78: 10000
	f79: Data collection and review
	f80: 10000
	f81: 4000
	f82: 4000
	f83: Use of software owned by U of A
	f84: 5000
	f85: 
	f86: 
	f87: Programming support
	f88: 5000
	f89: 5000
	f90: 5000
	f91: Web-site hosting
	f92: 1000
	f93: 1000
	f94: 1000
	f95: Liaison and Promotion
	f96: 5000
	f97: 
	f98: 
	f99: 
	f100: 
	f101: 
	f102: 
	f103: 26000
	f104: 10000
	f105: 10000
	f106: In 1999, the British Columbia Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics created a subcommittee (chaired by Alan Cooper) to analyse the current state of web math resources and if necessary to promote the implementation of a resource such as we are proposing. That analysis was  endorsed by a Focus Group at the conference on "Technology in Mathematics Education at the Secondary and Tertiary Levels" held at Brock University in June of 1999, and forms a significant component of the Focus Group's report as published in the proceedings. The database proposal was discussed by Eric Woolgar at the Summer 2000 CMS Congress and received a favourable response.  Both Langara College and the University of Alberta have already made  substantial contributions of support in kind. Funding and support from the  CMS would enable us to leverage further support by helping to raise and  demonstrate the necessary level of interest in the mathematical community. An extended version of this proposal, including more extensive discusssion of existing services and of how we plan to address a number nuts-and-bolts  issues, is now on-line at    http://www.langara.bc.ca/~acooper/MathWeb/00/proposal/index.htm 
	f107: 1 Jan 2001
	f108: 31 Dec 2003
	f109: The proposed workshop will provide an initial opportunity for evaluation. The project will include a built-in mechanism for collecting reviews, and there may be a more structured survey of institutions after the first year.





